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Course catalogue for the autumn of 2022
The course catalogue for the autumn semester is now published on the web and will be open for
application during the period 19 April –16 May.
Course catalogue autumn 2022 (and course vacancies this semester)
Information about admission has been sent to all course directors and contact persons of the courses
that are advertised in the catalogue. Please read the information carefully.
It’s interesting to see that the experiences from distance teaching during the pandemic clearly have
influenced the design of many courses, as more than one third of the courses in the catalogue are
planned for distance teaching to some extent.

Course evaluation outcomes 2021
Looking back on the pandemic years 2020 and 2021 we can see that mean values and standard
deviation of the answers to the course evaluation questions are unchanged compared to 2019. On
average, 95 % of all doctoral students can recommend the courses they have attended to other
doctoral students.
The summary report will be published on the website Course evaluation and analysis of doctoral
courses (under documents) within short.

Course evaluation – send your participant lists in time
The course evaluations are carried out by Teaching and Learning (TL/UoL) who are provided with a
list of the planned courses, both the ones advertised via the course catalogue and those arranged
within the research schools.
However, to be able to do this they need a participant list from the course provider in time, which is the
day after the course start. This enables them to prepare for sending the course evaluation to the
participants the day after the course end-date. The email address to use is: evaluation@ki.se
See also, under the subheading: Instructions to the course provider

Expectations on course analyses
The course analysis is the course director’s summary of the course, together with his/her reflections
and any changes planned as a result of these.
How such an analysis should be formulated and what to emphasise is now described in more detail on
the website, see the subheading course analysis - the course director’s evaluation.
Feedback on the course analysis is given by the doctoral programme, the research school or the
Course and Programme Committee, depending on source of financing.

Happy holidays!
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Kind regards,
The Course and Programme Committee through Anna Gustafsson, Administrative Officer.

Did you miss out on the previous newsletter? You can find past
issues of the newsletter on the web:

https://staff.ki.se/newsletter-for-organisers-of-doctoral-courses
If you wish to unsubscribe from this newsletter, please notify us
through doctoralcourses@ki.se

